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O N E  C L I C K  F I X

How AI is changing
cybersecurity

I'm sure you've heard of AI by now -
there's AI chatbots, like Chat GPT. There's
AIs to help you write a research paper, code
a program, or even to tell you what you can
cook based on ingredients in your fridge.
With all the wonderful and cool things AI is
doing, it is easy to forget how AI is making
our digital world less safe. 
With AI, exploiting systems is becoming so
much easier. An AI can spoof your voice
and call your family members pretending to
be you. AIs can even make fake videos of
you doing whatever the AI user wants you
to do. A high quality photo posted online
can be used to unlock your phone. 
With great new tools comes great new
threats; it is more important now than ever
to ensure you have a secure system.

Top AIs & Their Uses
 Cruise: the first company to offer robotaxi

services in a major city

 ChatGPT: a powerful chat bot for questions

and searches

 Bard: a programming helper

 OpenArt: an AI art generator

 Grammarly: AI-powered writing assistant
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28% of users open business email compromise (BEC)
attack emails as BEC attack volume skyrockets by 178%!
What's worse? Only 2.1% of attacks are reported by
employees, meaning that spam filters aren't going to catch
other BEC attacks nearly as well. These attacks target an
organization's financials, aiming to change billing
information or gain account information. The attacker
sends an email to someone within the accounts payable
sector asking for the status of an invoice. Within this
same email, the attacker is also asking for the
organization to pay them using XYZ new banking
information. While the second half of the email should
raise a variety of red flags, it is found that 15% of end-
users still open and respond to the email! As BEC attacks
can be incredibly protfitable, we don't see them going
away anytime soon. Be sure to educate yourself and your
staff on how to identify and handle malicious emails. 



Why use it?
An AI writing assistant can aid
with essays, research papers, and
more by suggesting edits,
brainstorming ideas, or even
working on the 'flow' of the written
piece. The AI utilizes natural
language processing capabilities
that can detect errors in grammar
and syntax, or even suggest
structural improvements. 

How does it work?
AI writing assistants use natural
language processing (NLP) to
analyze text. It basically enables a
computer to understand natural
language as humans do. The
computer, or AI, takes the natural
language and utilizes a series of
processes and programs to make it
computer-ledgible. 

What AIs can you use?
ChatGPT and Bard are two great
AIs for writing assistance and
practice. Both allow the end-user to
ask the AI for writing advice,
comments and critiques on their
work, or even write the paragraph
for you. 

Greg's Corner:
Utilize AI for
writing practice

Tell Siri and Alexa
'Please' & 'Thank
you' 
(ya never know)



ENTERPRISE CIO
SERVICES

We're there when you need us - onsite or by
remote - highly skilled, friendly service that gets
it done. We take care of your servers, desktops,
laptops, network, internet, and more.
Addressing small problems before they become
issues. And if your internet goes down, we
address it immediately.

Have an issue? Let us know, instantly, through
our email ticketing system or helpdesk phone.
We can also receive alerts regarding your
various systems in real time. Not only can you
treat us just like an internal IT department, but
we can act as your CIO. We provide vision and
oversight for your IT - making sure you're using
it as a competitive advantage, ensuring your
projects stay on budget, and helping you become
compliant with industry regulations. 

WE DO ONSITES
OR REMOTES 
24/7 / 365

CYBER SECURITY
CAN SAVE YOU $$$
Cyber security controls don't have to be
expensive, and they can actually save you money.
When we implement security controls, not only is
your data safer, but so are your employees'
actions. Having proper controls can help prevent
a breach, which shuts most businesses down as
they cannot pay the fines or cannot recover from
the client-trust impact. Additionally, security
controls can lower cyber security insurance costs!


